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THE QUALITY IN CAREERS STANDARD 
REASSESSMENT REPORT 

 
 
 

Name of IiC 
Licence holder 

 
East Sussex County Council 
 

 
Learning Provider 
name and address 
 
 
 

 

Hazel Court Secondary School 
Larkspur Drive 
Eastbourne BN23 8EJ 
 
Hazel Court School FE Department 
Kings Drive 
Eastbourne BN21 2XF 
 

 
Date of 
assessment 

 
14th July 2022 

 
Organisation 
contact 

 
Karen Sitwell-Cook – Careers Leader 

 
Full list of 
staff/stakeholders 
interviewed 

 
Karen Sitwell-Cook – Careers Leader/Assistant Head 
Secondary 
Jo Beaumont – Careers Leader/Assistant Head FE 
Sophie Gurney – Head Teacher 
Gill Ingold – Trustee Southfield Trust 
Nicola Vaughan - Parent 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Number of 
students 
interviewed by age 
group/course 

 
Video of Year 14 student talking about her work experience 
at a local hotel and her plans for the future. 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 

 

Overview of Learning Provider 
Hazel Court School provides education for pupils who have a range of special 
educational needs or disability including profound and multiple learning difficulties, 
severe learning difficulties, moderate learning difficulties, speech, language and 
communication needs, and autistic spectrum conditions. Hazel Court is a special 
school, organised into two phases and situated on two school sites that are three 

and a half miles apart. CEIAG is not an ‘add-on’ subject but is integral to the whole 

curriculum and includes a programme of work-related learning. There are currently 
112 students on roll: 51 students in the FE Department and 61 students in Key 
Stages 3 and 4. External IAG is provided by YES (the Youth Employment Service) 
according to need and the school has an excellent working relationship with an 
Enterprise Adviser from the local Hydro Hotel. 
Strengths 

• Strong senior management and governor/trustee support and a whole school 
approach to CEIAG 

• Two outstanding Careers Leaders (one for secondary and one for FE), who 
have worked closely together to develop a careers programme which is 
inspiring and relevant 

• Very good links with the local community for mutual benefit 
• A comprehensive and well written Careers Strategy document which has 

been used effectively to inform key stakeholders 
• An innovative approach to a whole school Careers Week, which included a 

range of interesting activities and visits 

Areas for Development 
• Work with feeder primary schools to encourage them to develop their 

CEIAG programmes. This will help to prepare students more effectively 
for the careers programme at Hazel Court (see E1.5) 

• Maintain the excellent standard already established within the CEIAG 
programme. 

 

Assessment Grading recommendation 
 
Hazel Court School and FE Department are fully meeting the Quality in Careers 
Standard, through Investor in Careers and everyone involved in the CEIAG 
programme should feel proud of the contribution they have made to its success. 

Assessor Name: 
 
Signature of registered Investor in Careers assessor 
 

Sue Whittaker 
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Organisation 
 

No 
Gatsby Benchmark and Quality in Careers Standard 

Requirements 
Assessor comments 

 
O1.1 
 

 
Ensuring that the governing body provides clear strategic advice 
so that the learning provider’s senior leadership team have a clear 
and effective strategy for developing and implementing the 
careers programme (taking full account of current statutory 
duties). 
  
A Policy for CEIAG is developed and reviewed in consultation with 
those involved in its delivery (students, staff including senior 
managers, governors, careers advisers, careers coordinators, 
tutors etc.) and makes reference to appropriate national 
frameworks and other guidance. 
 
Benchmark 1 

 
Evidence was provided to show that the governing body and senior management 
provide clear strategic advice to enable key staff to deliver an effective CEIAG 
programme. This included minutes of Trustee, Governor and SLT meetings. The 
Assessor had a useful discussion with the Southfield Trust Trustee who is 
responsible for CEIAG and who works with all the schools within the Trust to 
support them with various Quality Marks, including Investor in Careers. The Head 
Teacher was also involved in the assessment and described the role of governors 
and trustees in the CEIAG process. Governors meet 3 times per year. The first 
meeting provides an opportunity to look at the School Development Plan and the 
School Self Evaluation Form (both of which also cover careers work) and the 
CEIAG Policy.  

 
O1.2 

 

 
Policy clearly states how CEIAG will be managed and 
coordinated, with defined roles and responsibilities of key staff 
together with a clear statement about student entitlement and how 
CEIAG and student entitlement will be monitored, reviewed and 
evaluated. 
 
Benchmark 1 

 
The most up to date CEIAG policy (2022 - 2025) was provided and covers a 
detailed overview of how careers work is delivered at the school. The roles and 
responsibilities of key CEIAG staff are outlined within the impressive Careers 
Strategy document. Student entitlement is covered within the Curriculum 
Organisation section and in Careers Education in Key Stages 3, 4 and 16-19. A 
summary of CEIAG monitoring and review was also included within the evidence. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

   



 

 

O1.3 
 

Promoting awareness and understanding of the careers 
programme – including via the learning provider’s website - by 
students, teachers, parents/carers and employers/opportunity 
providers using clear and accessible language. 
 
Student entitlement is explained to students and is shared with 
parents/carers and the wider Learning Provider community and 
their sustained engagement is developed. 
 
CEIAG Policy and Provider Access statement is published on 
website. 

 
 
Benchmark 1 

There is comprehensive information on the school website, under Careers and 
Employability, which includes for example: 

• Contact details of the two Careers Leaders, the Enterprise 
Coordinator and the Enterprise Adviser  

• The CEIAG Policy 

• The Provider Access statement 

• The Careers Strategy 

• The Career Development Framework  

• Labour Market Information 

• etc  

This is very useful for parents/carers, school staff and external partners. In addition, 
newsletters and Social Media are effectively used for communication with 
parents/carers. Students are made aware of their entitlement to CEIAG on an 
ongoing basis, during lessons. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

Delivery 
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No 
Gatsby Benchmark and Quality in Careers Standard 

Requirements 
Assessor comments 

D1.1 
 

Securing clearly identified, appropriate and progressive learning 
and behavioural outcomes for students - referenced to a 
recognised national framework of careers, employability, and 
enterprise education- with a range of methods to deliver them to 
suit the Key Stage (KS) and the ability of learners. 

Written plan shows how the CEIAG programme will be delivered 
for each year group and lesson materials show links to the 
learning outcomes from a nationally recognised framework. 

It must clearly set out how it is differentiated to meet specific 
needs and transition points. 

Suggested: Career Development Framework (CDI March 2021). 

 

The Careers Leaders stated that 'Careers Education is integral to everything that 
we do' and staff have an understanding of the work 'career' as being a 'path through 
life'. The CEIAG programme is outlined within the very comprehensive Careers 
Strategy document, which was prepared to present to Governors and Trustees and 
is on the school website. In addition, the careers programme has been mapped 
against the national Career Development Framework.  

Two very successful Careers Weeks were planned and delivered in March 2021 
and March 2022 for all year groups. These included a programme of activities, visits 
and events within specific career areas, such as animal care, healthcare, hospitality 
and retail (supermarket work). One interesting feature was the use of 'Career 
Boxes' which were used for role play and included uniforms/work attire, on-line 
meetings with people doing specific jobs and an awareness of the skills and 
qualities needed. This resource was shared with colleagues at East Sussex College 
and used as a case study during Careers Hub meetings 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
D2.1 

 

 
Learning from career and labour market information  
(Benchmark 2) 

 
It is recognised that not all students will eventually go out to work but that they need 
to have an awareness of the businesses that are around them. The school focuses 



 

 

Ensuring that all students have access to and use reliable, 
relevant, and user-friendly career and labour market information 
about career pathways covering the full range of opportunities in 
education, training, and employment - including internships, T 
levels, Learning Provider-leaver programmes and 
apprenticeships - which meets their needs and that they are 
supported in its use. 

Engaging with and informing parents and carers about ways of 
accessing and using careers and labour market information for 
the benefit of their children’s career development 

 
 
 
 

on the skills that they develop and use during work experience and a power point 
delivered in assembly (JUNE 2022) about career and Labour Market Information 
(LMI) was included in the evidence. This showed photos of students at their work 
experience placements and provided a basis for discussion about different career 
areas. 

There is an LMI section for parents/carers on the school website outlining what is 
available in the local area that is relevant and accessible for students at Hazel 
Court. This includes opportunities in retail, hospitality, leisure and tourism, and 
social care 

 

 
D3.1 

 
Addressing the needs of each pupil/student (Benchmark 3) 

Actively challenging stereotypical thinking and low aspirations 
held by students and those who support them and enabling 
students to develop personal capabilities to counter them. 
 
 

 
The school works well with students, parents/carers and staff to raise 
students' aspiration, whilst at the same time being realistic about what it 
might be possible for them to achieve when they leave full time education. 

Students are challenged with regard to stereotyping within the workplace, 
particularly relating to gender. An interesting power point for a lesson about male 
jobs and female jobs was included within the evidence. 

 

 

 

 
D3.2 

 

Ensuring that advice given is effective in meeting the needs 
of all students and especially those of targeted groups such as 
the ‘Gifted and Talented’/’most able’, the disadvantaged and 
those at risk from economic deprivation, and students with 
special educational needs and disabilities (SEND)/learning 
difficulties and disabilities (LDD), young carers, and looked after 
children 

Due to the nature and size of the school, it is possible for staff to work very closely 
with students on an individual basis to ensure that all of their careers guidance 
needs are met. This includes a good relationship with external partners, such as 
Careers Advisers from the Youth Employment Service (YES). 

Individual plans for each student are drawn up and a sample was included within 
the evidence. The Assessor was also able to see a careers action plan for a 
student, produced by the external Careers Adviser.  
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Learning provider, its partners and IAG provider work with 
students and their parent/carer to develop an individual learning 
plan which encourages and stimulates personal research and 
future career planning. 

Ensuring that effective partnerships are secured with relevant 
services and agencies that provide additional support for 
vulnerable and disadvantaged students such as young carers, 
looked after children, children living in poverty, and children with 
learning difficulties and disabilities 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

D3.3 Maintaining appropriate arrangements to monitor and record 
students’ achievements and progress, including core career 
management skills. 

Ensuring that records are accessible to students and include 
formal advice given to all students by teachers and tutors, as well 
as careers advisers, so that it builds on previous records of 
advice wherever possible and supports the implementation of 
their choices and decisions – including transition planning 

 
The school has a well-established and detailed monitoring and recording process 
for students' achievements and progress.  

The two new members of the Senior Management Team, who will be taking over the 
Careers Leader role from September 2022, have been trained in the use of 
Compass+ which will become the main system for recording students' career 
related experiences.  

 

D3.4 CEIAG programme includes opportunities to analyse and discuss 
the destinations of former Learning Provider students using data 
produced by the Learning Provider, and/or external IAG provider. 

Collecting and sharing destinations data with the appropriate 
authorities and agencies as required by Statutory Guidance 
requirements appropriate to the Learning Provider, including 
monitoring the extent to which such data sharing agreements and 
processes benefit the students concerned 

Evaluating destinations data for KS4 & KS5 on students’ 
performance, destinations and progression outcomes including 

There was evidence to show that the CEIAG programme includes opportunities to 
analyse and discuss the destinations of former students. Data is shared with the 
appropriate agencies and authorities and stakeholders. The Careers and Enterprise 
Development Plan (2021 - 2022) shows how destination data informs CEIAG 
planning and preparation for Post-19 opportunities. 

All Year 11 students go on to continue their education at Hazel Court FE 
Department. Students from The Lindfield School (which is now a part of the 
Southfield Trust) also transfer there. The Year 14 transitions graph (2018 - 2021) 
showed that the majority of students go on to take up a course in an FE College, but 
a small number go into social care or to work with a training provider.    



 

 

using the results of the evaluation to set targets and objectives for 
improving the careers programme. 

 

There are links with Alumni and photos and information about former students are 
made available to current students and their parents/carers via Class DoJo.  

 
 

D4.1 Linking curriculum learning to careers (Benchmark 4) 

Raising awareness - through utilising resources from the world of 
work - of the employability skills and the wide range of careers 
that can be achieved through the subjects and courses they are 
studying (including through the study of English, Maths and 
STEM subjects) 

Embedding careers education in curriculum learning so that every 
student has the opportunity to benefit from career-related learning 
and preparation for the future embedded in the curriculum 
including stand-alone, subject-base and planned co-curricular 
and enrichment activities. 

 
Curriculum areas have been mapped against the student learning outcomes from 
the national Career Development Framework. There was evidence to show that, 
where appropriate, there are links to careers work within some areas of the 
curriculum (e.g. Food Technology). Students are also able to participate in 
Enterprise activities, such as the jobs involved in running a cafe. 

Students study Functional Skills within their maths and English curriculum, which 
contributes to a STEM programme. Long term plans, showing links to careers work, 
were also included within the evidence. 

 
 
 

D5.1 Encounters with employers and employees (Benchmark 5) 

Securing at least one meaningful encounter with an employer or 
employee for each student in every year of their education from 
KS3 using local networks of support - such as Enterprise 
Advisers, Jobcentre Plus, family and alumni/ae 

Enabling employers and employees to contribute effectively to 
the careers programme. Ensuring that all such activities and 
encounters with employers and employees are embedded in the 
careers curriculum as part of a planned and progressive 
programme, meet the needs of each student, and contribute to 
their career-related learning outcomes 

A ‘meaningful encounter’ is one in which the student has an 
opportunity to learn about what work is like or what it takes to be 
successful in the workplace. 

Students have many opportunities to have meaningful encounters with employers 
and employees, both in and out of school. Examples include: 

• Workshops and visits through the Enterprise Adviser from the 
Hydro Hotel 

• Visiting speakers - e.g. Police, Fire Brigade, artists and musicians  

• A virtual workshop about Parliament 

• Attendance at careers fairs (e.g. Big Futures Show, I Can event) 

• Visit from the local MP 

• Work experience 

• Visits to places of work through the 'Open Doors' programme (e.g. 
Glyndebourne) 

Detailed information about the above was included in the school newsletter. 
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D6.1 Experiences of Workplaces (Benchmark 6) 

Securing at least one meaningful experience of a workplace for 
every student by the end of KS4, additional to any part-time jobs 
they may have 

Securing at least one further meaningful experience of a 
workplace for every student by the end of KS5, additional to any 
part-time jobs they may have  

Ensuring that evidence affirms that the experience(s) has clear 
learning objectives and that career-related learning outcomes are 
measured and understood by students and key stakeholders 

A meaningful experience involves first-hand experiences of either 
workplace visits, work-shadowing and/or work-experience. 
Students must demonstrate career-related learning from 
reflecting upon these experiences. 

The school has a philosophy of enabling students to go out into the community on a 
regular basis to develop their skills and knowledge and this includes an excellent 
programme of work experience, which is phased according to the students' level of 
ability and confidence. Students are given specific tasks to carry out in the 
classroom, such as using a shredder and can go on to do work experience 'in-
house' (e.g. in the office, working with site managers or taking on a TA role). They 
also have the opportunity to go into other schools in the Trust, to take them away 
from their familiar environment. 

Group visits are also arranged to employers' premises, such as to a local 
supermarket to look at till work and stock control or gardening at a garden centre. In 
addition,the school participates in the ESCC Careers Hub 'Open Doors' programme 
of visits to a workplace. 

Some students take up a work experience placement independently, particularly at 
local hotels. There is an excellent link with the Enterprise Adviser at the Hydro Hotel 
who offers a range of opportunities to students. The school is particularly proud of 
one of its students who did work experience at Costa Coffee and has since been 
offered a part-time job there.    



 

 

There was good evidence to show monitoring, review and evaluation of the work 
experience programme with all stakeholders. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

D7.1 Encounters with further and higher education (Benchmark 7) 

Securing a meaningful encounter with providers of the full range 
of post-16 and post-18 learning opportunities (including technical 
education, supported internships and apprenticeships – 
complying with legislation on meaningful access for education 
and training providers) for every student during KS3 and KS4 

Ensuring that evidence affirms that the encounter(s) has clear 
learning objectives and that career-related learning outcomes are 
measured and understood by students and key stakeholders 
including using feedback to inform future planning of encounters 

 A ‘meaningful encounter’ is one in which the student has an 
opportunity to explore what it is like to learn in that environment 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Students have meaningful encounters with a range of post-19 learning 
opportunities and training providers through a range of activities and events, 
including: 

• Attendance at the East Sussex College freshers fair 

• Attendance at the Big Futures Show and 'I Can' event 

• A visit to a supported work training provider 

• College taster days  

Parents/carers are kept informed via the school newsletter, examples of which were 
included in the evidence. 
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D8.1 Personal Guidance (Benchmark 8) 

Ensuring that all students have equity of access to independent, 
impartial, and timely careers advice and guidance - both from 
external as well as internal sources - which includes at least one 
appropriate interview by the age of 16, and the opportunity for a 
further interview by the age of 18 

Ensuring that all internally-appointed careers staff - including 
internally-appointed professionally qualified careers advisers – 
are trained to appropriate levels and can able to act with 
impartiality in the best interests of students. Staff must subscribe 
to relevant codes of professional practice, and quality assurance 
mechanisms must be in place to ensure their professional 
practice is appropriately assessed by someone occupationally-
competent to do so 

Where externally-provided careers advice and guidance is 
secured from professionally qualified careers advisers, ensuring 
that the organisation providing such services meets the agreed 
sector standard (i.e. the matrix Standard) and that account is 
taken of the professional standards and qualifications determined 
by the Career Development Institute 

 

 
School staff know students very well and are best placed to work with them to 
support them on their career path, through on-going assessments. In 
addition, students have access, as appropriate, to 1:1 careers guidance 
interviews from an external Level 6 Careers Adviser working for the Youth 
Employment Service (YES). Action plans are provided and these form a part 
of the Education and Health Care Plan (EHCP) review. 

Parents and carers are kept fully up to date about the guidance available via 
newsletters and Class DoJo (evidence provided as part of the assessment).  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 



 

 

Evaluation 
 

 

No 
Gatsby Benchmark and Quality in Careers Standard 

Requirements 
Assessor comments 

 
E1.1 
 
 
 

 
Evidence of a planned and co-ordinated approach to training 
needs analysis and staff development activities that supports and 
improves the ability of all staff and leaders, including the lead 
governor, to meet their CEIAG responsibilities. 

Following the analysis all staff (including governors, personal 
tutors, ancillary helpers etc.) are offered personal development 
opportunities identified in their training needs analysis to address 
their training and development needs. 

(Benchmark 1) 
 
 
 

A whole staff careers training day took place in October 2021, which covered: 

• The Gatsby Benchmarks  

• Careers within the curriculum 

• Work experience 

• Labour Market Information (LMI) 

• Post-19 opportunities 

A copy of the power point presentation and staff feedback was included in the 
evidence. 

The school is an active member of the ESCC Careers Hub and attend CEIAG 
network meetings and CPD events on a regular basis. Staff have training on 
specific topics as required (e.g. Aspire training about the ESCC work experience 
data base). 

 
E1.2 
 
 

 
The impact of training provided is evaluated and CPD activities 
secure the competence required of all staff in the learning 
provider’s CEIAG provision. 
 
 

 
The impact of training is evaluated by staff feedback and observation of 
lessons/learning walks. All staff (including TAs) now have more awareness of the 
language used within CEIAG and what is meant by the concept of Careers 
Education at Hazel Court School.  
 
 
 
 
 

 
E1.3 

 

 There was evidence to show that the school monitors CEIAG on a regular 
basis to ensure that it is meeting students' career related needs, especially at 
key transition points throughout the year. The views of students are taken 
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 Learning Provider monitors CEIAG provision and reviews its 
success in meeting students’ career related needs at key 
transition points throughout the year. 
 
This also includes using feedback from a wider range of 
stakeholders and partners such as the Enterprise Adviser 
Network, link schools, further and higher education, work-based 
learning providers, employers, careers guidance services and 
children’s services. 
 
 

account of (e.g. what did you learn in Careers Education?) and they provide 
feedback on individual activities (e.g. Careers Week). Lesson observations 
ensure that staff are addressing student career learning outcomes. 

The school regularly contacts parents/carers via Class DoJo and newsletters and 
carries out surveys (e.g. how well does the school prepare students for their future 
life?). There is an intention to involve parents/carers more.  External partners are 
also kept informed and asked for their comments on the CEIAG programme (e.g. 
employers).   

E1.4 An annual CEIAG evaluation is undertaken based on contributions 
from staff, students, parents/carers, governors, IAG provider and 
other relevant external organisations and includes the impact of 
staff training. 
An updated Compass self- assessment is completed at least 
annually. 

The CEIAG programme is evaluated on an ongoing basis and individual events and 
activities are evaluated by students and staff as they occur (e.g. work experience, 
Careers Week). The school has made very good use of the Gatsby Benchmarks to 
monitor and review the careers programme and has now achieved 100% for all 
benchmarks. The most recent Compass report (July 5th 2022) was included within 
the evidence. 

E1.5 New targets, activities and delivery methods are set as a result of 
the formal evaluation. 
 
Feedback is given to students, parents/carers and other 
stakeholders on action taken in response to their contribution. 
 
Learning Provider selects one or more aspects of its CEIAG 
programme to demonstrate development and commitment to 
continuous improvement resulting from evidence based evaluation 

New targets, activities and delivery methods are set as a result of formal 
evaluation, and feedback is given to all stakeholders. The evidence included 
the School Development Plan, the Post-16 Plan and the Careers Development 
Plan (based on the Gatsby Benchmarks). All have clear action points with 
timescales for completion. 

The school has very good relationships with external partners, including employers, 
and sees its role as educating them about the abilities of students at Hazel Court 
and that the school has something to offer the community. There are good links 
with feeder schools to ensure a smooth transition into Key Stage 3 learning. 

RECOMMENDATION 

Work with feeder primary schools to encourage them to develop their CEIAG 
programmes. This will help to prepare students more effectively for the careers 
programme at Hazel Court.  

 



 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 


